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Making Science Work for Social Justice
Introductions (~10 min)

Solidarity Science: Overview of Concepts (~15 min)

Case Study: Mold, Health, and Justice (~20 min)

Breakout Groups (~30 min)

Reconvene: Reports Back (~40 min)

Closing: Solidarity Science and COVID-19 (~15 min)



Solidarity Science: 
An Overview of Key Concepts

● Situated Knowledge
● Strong Objectivity

Concepts advanced by feminist philosophers of science Donna 
Haraway and Sandra Harding, told through selections from 
Sophie Wang’s comic “Science Under the Scope” (published 
on http://freerads.org)



● Everyone has expertise 
based on their experience. 
People with different social 
experiences have different 
forms of expertise 
(“situated knowledge”).

 



● People with less power 
in society are often 
assumed to be without 
relevant knowledge.

● Those with power are 
often seen as those 
with the most 
expertise.



● Community 
organizers and 
politically aware 
STEM workers must 
seek out community 
knowledge.



● Scientific knowledge 
is more robust when 
it includes more 
people with more 
diverse experiences 
and perspectives 
(“strong objectivity”).



When people come together to share their different forms of expertise in a 
collective effort to achieve justice, we call that: 

How do we enact solidarity science?

Reimagining curriculum & integrating SJ 
topics in STEMM classrooms

Working with community organizers & 
leveraging STEMM to work for the people



Mold, Health, and Justice



Mold, Health, and Justice

A complex problem requires many types of experts, 
each with their own forms of situated knowledge:

● Lab scientists
● Housing law experts
● Community organizers
● Doctors
● People living with mold – maybe especially mothers, guardians, 

caregivers, elders…



The Making of the Mold Lady
Known as the “Mold Lady,” Tatiana is a community 
expert. Her expertise comes from her experience:

● living with mold in her Springfield apartment
● caring for her son with a mold allergy
● fighting her landlord to address the mold issue
● working with lawyers and judges in housing court
● educating community members, and
● working with multiple activist organizations

 



Transition to Break-Out Groups: 
Applying this Model to Other Scenarios

● Our communities face many pressing problems related to: health, 
environment, food, transportation, climate change, policing, etc.

● Try to recreate the Mold, Health, Social Justice connection map 
for your topic.

● What kinds of expertise are needed to develop robust and 
socially just solutions? 

● Who has this expertise? Who is often left out of decision making?
● How would you bring these different experts together in dialogue 

and collaboration?

Transition to Break-Out Groups: 
Applying this Model to Other Scenarios





Can we take a Solidarity Science approach to 
COVID-19? 



People 

experiencing 

job insecurity
 

Community 
members

People in crowded 

conditions-- in 

detention & 

incarceration

Healthcare workers & 
epidemiologists

People with 
high risk 

factors
Knowledge from:



The Pandemic & Workers’ Rights
We demand that all public and private healthcare 
institutions listen to and meet the needs of nurses and 
healthcare workers

We demand that these workers be given adequate pay, 
benefits, and protection immediately, not only during the 
pandemic but permanently

We demand that healthcare and essential service workers 
be given proper personal protective equipment for their 
safety

We demand adequate funding and support for public 
research institutions

PPE Campaign: 
Demand your academic institutions, 
laboratories, manufacturers, etc. to donate their 
existing PPE to frontline healthcare workers



Pandemic Epidemiology Calls for Decarceration

We demand that [the needs of low income and 
marginalized populations] are put first in public 
assistance programs dealing with the pandemic

We demand that any science and technology 
developed to respond to the pandemic are 
available for all, without profit or patent

Decarceration Campaign:
● Prisons are overcrowded
● Many low-income folks are held on bail
● Incarceration enforces systemic oppression 



The Pandemic & Public Response

We demand truth in reporting and 
accurate data about the pandemic

We demand a global and peaceful 
response to the pandemic




